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The class of problems we are interested in as follows. Given
inputs (n, iA) and (n, i B ), where (i A , i B ) is a random pair
of strings distributed according to a probability distribution
h n over {O,l}* X {O, I}*, we wish to design a protocal .M =
(MA' MB). such that the outputs (UA' UB) is distributed according to a certain probability distribution Wn,iA,iB over {O,l}* x
{O, I}*. The sequence of distributions (hI, h 2 , •• • ,hn , ••. ) is assumed to be a polynomial ensemble in the sense that, there is a
probabilistic Turing machine which, given input n, will generate
in time polynomial in n a random string x with a distribution
indistinguishable computationally from h n ; sirrrilarly we assume
that Wn,iA,iB is a polynomial ensemble in that a random sample point can be generated in time polynomial in n, when the
parameters n, i A, i B have been given. Let us call this a (twoparty) interactive computational probolem (h n , w n ). Of special
interest is the case when the probability distribution Wn,iA,iB
is nonzero only at one point, call it (fn(i A,i B), gn(i A, i B )), in
which case we can regard the problem as the evaluation of a pair
offunctiolls fn(iA,iB),gn(iA,i B ); write it as (h n , (fn,gn))'

Abstract
In this paper we introduce a new tool for controlling the knowledge transfer process in cryptographic protocol design. It is
applied to solve a general class of problems which include most
of the two-party cryptographic problems in the literature.
--
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Specifically, we show how two parties A and B can interactively
generate a random integer N = p' q such that its secret, i.e., the
prime factors (p, q), is hidden from either party individually but
is recoverab~~ jointly if desired. This can be utilized to give a
protocol for two parties with private values i and j to compute
any polynomially computable functions f(i,j) and g(i,j) with
minimal knowledge transfer and a strong fairness property. As
a special case, A and B can exchange a pair of secrets SA, SB,
e.g. the factorizatio~ of an integer and a Hamiltonian circuit in
a graph, in such a way that SA becomes computable by Bwhen
and only when SB becomes computable by A. All these results
are proved assuming only that the problem of factoring large
intergers is computationally intractable.

In addition· to the validity requirement above, we would
like the protocol to have certain privacy and fairness properties. Roughly, "privacy" means that if A behaves according to
the protocol, then B will have no more information about the
values of i A ,UA than in the situation where an oracle does the

1. Introductioh
A protocol M = (MA, M B) is a pair of communicating probabilistic Turing machines each with a special "send-receive"tape. Given inputs of the forIn (n, i A) and (n, i B), the two
machines ~ill alternately send and receive message strings using
the send-receive tapes; each machine will perform computation
as a standard Turing machine after receiving a message string,
including the computation of the next message to be sent. Eventually both machines halt within a number of steps bounded by
some polynomial in n, leaving strings 'UA and 'UB on the output tapes. For a detailed description, see for example [GMR]
[GHY]; in our case we allow each machine to have their own
private input tape. For any run (1 of the protocol, let ~A((1)
denote the history of the run from A's view, i.e. a sequence
of the instataneous descriptions of MA; similarly ~B((1) denote
the history of this run from B's view.

computation for B and just hands B a value UB. Classical examples where privacy is the main concern include oblivious transfer (Rabin [R], Fischer et al [:F'RMW]), coin tossing (Blum [BI],
Cleve [CD, mental poker (Shamir, Rivest, and Adleman [SRA],
Goldwasser and MicaH [GM]). A general study of this problem is
given in Yao fYI, Y2]. A related problem is the interactive proof
system (Goldwasser, MicaH, and Rackoff [GMR], GallI, Haber,
and Yung [GHYD in which player A wishes to convince player
B that a string T is in a certain language L. Recently, Goldreich, MicaH, and Wigderson [GMW] proved that, for players
with polynomial-time computing power, any language in NP has
a minimum knowledge interactive proof, as~uming the existence
of suitable one-way functions. This latter problem is closely
related to, in our formulation, the case of computing a pair
of functions fn(iA' i B ), gn(iA, i B ), where i A = (8, T), i B = T,
gn(i A, i B ) = 1 if and only if 8 is a short proof for TEL, and
fn(i A , i B ) == 1.
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The" fairness" requirement means that a cheater should not
be able to obtain the desired output while denying the other
party to find the proper output. The problem of exchanging
secrets (Blum[B2], Luby, Micali, and Rackoff [LMR],Vazirani
and Vazirani [VV]) has this requirement as its main concern.

Let [) '= (d 1 ,d2 , ••• ) be a sequence of predicates
-+ {O, I}, \vhere given d and n, dn(x} can be computed probabilistically in time polynomial in n. Define a guessing algorithm QB to be a probabilistic algorithm which takes
(n,y) as input, where y E {O,l}*, and outputs a or 1 in time
polynomial in n.

dn:{O, I}'"

°

In this paper, ~e. will give a protocol for performing the
computation (h n , w n ) which achieves validity, privacy and fairness as stated in Theorem 3, under the assumption that factoring large integers is computationally intractable. Many of
the existing results mentioned are special cases of this theorem.
A particular interesting special case (stated as Theorem 2) is.
that it allows two parties to exchange secrets, such as ,the factorization of a publicized integer or the Hamiltonian circuit of
a publicized large graph, in a way that the probability of successful cheating can be made arbitrarily small. It is somewhat
surprising that the two secrets being exchanged could be of very
different apparent complexity, and one would have thought that
it is difficult to find an equitable ratio of bits to be maintained
during the process of swapping the secrets. Previously Blum
[B2] gave a protocol for exchaI)ging prime factors based on several assumptions (see Hastad and Shamir [HS] for discussions);
Luby, MicaH, and Rackoff [LMR], Vazirani and Vazirani [VV]
gave protocols for exchanging secrets which are one bit long.

Consider the experiment of taking a random (x n ,Yn) distributed according to (Xn , Yn ). Suppose that one observes the
value Yn and tries to guess what the value of d n (x n ) is by using
a guessing algorithm Q; let us denote by r(d n , X n , Yn , Q) the
probability that a correct guess will be made. We use the notation o(poly-small) to denote any sequence (b 1 , b2 , ••• ) that has
the property bn = o(l/n k ) for all fixed k.

Definition We write In(X n I Yn ) :5 In(X~ I Y~) if" [) and Q 3
Q' such that r(dn,X~,Y~, Q')-r(d n , X n , Yn , Q) ~o(poly-small).
Definition We write In(Xn I Y n ) ~ In(X~ I Y~) if In(Xn
Yn ) :5 In(X~ I Y~) and In(X~ I Y~) :5 In(Xn I Yn ).
A puzzle ensemble P

will call 8 a secret of the text T. Let Tp ,n denote the distribution
of a random r taken from the second component of a random
(8, r) distributed as F n . We will call P intractable if, for every probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm 8, \vhen given as
input a pair (8, T) where r is distributed according to TP,n, will
fail with probabilty l-o(poly-small) to produce an 8 satisfying
(n, 8,r) E L.

Compared with [Y1,Y2], which deals with the same general
problem, the addition of the fairness property is the new motive
which leads to the present work. We should mention that all
the protocols considered in this paper for solving the interactive
copmputational problems (h n , w n ) will be independent of hn , as
is traditional in considering cryptographic protocols. The main
results (Theorems 1,2, and 3) are all proved under the following
assumption. Let W n be the set of all integers N of the form p · q
where p = q =3 mod 4 are prime numbers.

01 Factoring(IAF):

(L,1) consists of a language

L EBPP and a polynomial-time ensemble 1 = (FI , F2, . ..)
where each F n is a distribution over {O, I}'" x {O,l}*; we require further that a random (8, r) distributed according to F n
will satisfy (n, 8, T) E L with probability l-o(poly-small); we

The proof of Theorem 3 depends on the ability of two parties to generate a random integer N = p. q, with its secret (p, q)
hidden from each party, but recoverable at a later time by a
joint effort. This result is of independent interest, and should
serve as another useful tool for cryptographic protocol design.
A general form of this result is given as Theorem 1.

For example, let L = {(n;p, q, N) I N = p · q, P, q are nbit prime~ }, and Fn be the uniform distribution over the set
W n • Under the Intractability of Factorization Assumption, the
factorization puzzle ensemble P = (L, 1) is an intractable puzzle
ensemble.

3. Generating a Secret.

°

Let k > be
any fixed number. For any polynomial time probabilistic algorithm for factoring integers, the probability of success for a
random input integers from W n is less than link for all large n.
The Intractability Assumption

=

I

Let P = (L,:f), where 1 = (F1 ,F2 , ••• ,Fn , ... ), be an
intractable puzzle ensemble. . We wish to design a protocol
.M = (MA , M B ) which has the following properties for any given
n: 1) ,,~ generates implicitly a pair (s, T) distributed according
to F n , 2) the text T will be found out by M A and M B as their
outputs, and 3) the secret s, while computable by A and B
jointly based on the information they have at the end of the
execution of the protocol, is completely hidden from each party
by itself, even if one of them cheats during the execution of the
protocol.

2. Terminology

Let S = (81 ,82,"') and S' = (8i, 8~, ...) be polynomial
ensembles, where 8 n =' (Xn , Yn ) and S~ = (X~, Y~) each is
a probability distribution over. {a, I}'" X {a, I}"'. Furthermore,
assume that the two ensembles (Xl, X 2 , ••• ) and (X~, X~, ...)
are indistinguishable for polynomial-time computations.
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To simplify the presentation of the result, we restrict ourselves to puzzles that have unique secrets. Let us call a puzzle
enselnble P = (L,1) uniquely decipherable if, for every n, T,

Fail"ness.
(i) [B may cheat.] Suppose protocols M = (MA' MB) and )I =
(NA,NB) are run with machine pairs (MA,M1), (NA,N~).

there is at most one S satisfying (n, 8, T) E L. For example,
the factorization puzzle ensemble is uniquely decipherable. For
a uniquely decipherable puzzle ensemble, we can write it as
P = (a, /)), where a = (at, a2,".) and /) = (D 1, D 2, ... ) are
given by an(T) = S and D n = TP,n'

There exists a polynomial-time probabilistic algorithm Y (dependent on lJ~ and N~), which takes a history pair for M and
JI as input, and outputs a string w. We require that if A follows
the protocols aM and )I and then rons Y, the probability that
UA = T, VB = an(T) while w # an(r) is o(poly-small).

Let P = (a, f)) be a uniquely decipherable intractable puzzle en.semble, where a = (aI, a2, .. ') and f) = (DI' D2,.' .). Formally, we define our requirements on a protocol M = (MA' MB)
for generating a secret for P as follows. (A or B will sometimes
output UA or UB =CHEATING; informally we say that A or B
has detected that the other party is cheating.)

(ii) [A may cheat.] (Interchange the roles of A and B in (i).)

Theorem 1. Let P be an intractable puzzle ensemble that is
uniquely decipherable. There exists a protocol M = (MA,MB)
for generating a secret from P that achieves validity and fairness.

Validity.
If both A and B follow the protocol, then
(i) With probability 1- o(poly-small) , UA = UB, and their common value T is distributed according to a distribution indistinguishable (by polynomial-time computations) from D n ;

4. Exchange of Secrets.

=

Let PA
(LA,1A) 'and PB == (LB,1B ) be two intractable
puzzle ensembles. Let (8 A, TA), (8 B, "B) be random puzzles distributed according to FA,n and FB,n; give (n, 8A, TA, TB) as in..
put to A and (n, SB, TA, TB) to B. We wish t.o design a protocol
M = (MA' M B ) that will enable A and B to exchange their se..
crets SA and SB so that neither will be swindled. We state the
criteria for the protocol below.

(ii) I~J)(an(T) I T'~i) ~ I~l)(an(") I T) for j E {A,B}, where J
is the stochastic process induced by the execution of the protocol
M = (MA , M B ), and l is the stochastic process of fetching T
according to D n •
(iii) 3 a protocol JI = (NA, N B) which, given input (dA' dB),
computes outputs. vA, VB, with the property that VA = VB =
an(T) with probability 1-o(poly-small).

Validity.
H both parties follow the protocol, then with probability 1 o(poly-srnall), 'Us = SA and 'UA = 8B.

To discuss the validity concept when one party, say B,
may misbehave. Let dn be the probability for rons in which
VA # CHEATING, and let D~ be the probability distribution.
for T when restricted to such runs. If dn is negligible, then A
will almost always catch B cheating, and no further requirement
is needed. On the other hand, if dn
O(1/nt ) for some fixed
t > 0, then we require the following two constraints to be true:

Fairness.

(i) [H B gets SA, then A can compute 8B.]
If A follows the protocol and B does not (i.e., M~ # MB),
then for any fixed k, there exists a probabilistic polynomialtime algorithm S which takes (n, dA) as input and outputs a
number v such that the following is true:
1
Pr{(uB = 8A) A(v # 8B)} = O( k)'

=

(iv) P' = (a, f)') is a uniquely decipherable intractable puzzle
ensemble, where f)' = (D~, D~, .. .).

n

(v) I~J)(an(T) I ", ~B) ~ Iil)(an(T) I T), where J is the
stochastic process induced b~ the execution of the protocol
~t = (MA, .l\/iJ), and l is the stochastic process of fetching
r according to D~.

(ii) [If A gets

SB,

then B can compute

SA.]

(Interchange A and B in (i).)
Theorem 2. Let PA and PB be any two intractable ensembles.
There exists a protocol M = (MA, M B) for exchanging secrets
between PA and PB that achieves validity and fahness.

To develop the concept of fairness, consider the execution
of protocol M and then .lJ. If A follows the protocols, we require
that the probability for B to obtain S while A cannot recover S
to be small.
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5. General Computation.

the value of gn(iA, i~). This enables B to control A's output
UA, and to probe somewhat into the value of i A; this cannot be

Consider an interactive computational problem (h n , w n ) as
defined in Section 1. We will show that there exists a protocol
for it that satisfies some strong privacy and fairness constraints.
In this extended abstract, we restrict ourselves to the case when
Wn represents a pair of functions (In, gn) to be evaluated, i.e.,
given inputs iA,i s , A and B wish to compute fn(iA,i s ) and
gn (i A, i B). The results can be extended to the general case.

prevented if we want to preserve the validity condition for honest
parties described above. We shall require that B cannot do more
than that. Let us denote by Z the set {O, 1}* U { CHEATING
}, and extend the function In by In(iA,y) =CHEATING ify
CHEATING.

=

Let Mh be any communicating 'lUring machine, and let Un
be the distribution corresponding to 'UA when (MA' M~) are
used to carry out the protocol.

We will consider two variants, which differ in their inputoutput format. Model I is the natural one, in which the inputs
and outputs are as specified in the previous paragraph. However, since in .general A does not have any control over the value
of iB, a dishonest B can pretend that is is an arbitrary value
y. As a result, the fairness constraint can at most force B to
compute the value of fn(iA, y) for some y. In Model IT, A will
be given as input (iA,PA,qA.,NA,NB,ENs(is)) where N A
PA · qA is the product of two large primes, and N B is another
integer of two large prime factors used to encode B's parameter
is as ENs(iB); B has as input (iB,ps,qs,Ns,NA,ENA(iA)).
The integers N A and N s are generated from some distributions such that factoring these numbers are computationally
intractable; EN can be any probabilistic encryption scheme
that is provably secure under the Intractability Assumption
of Factoring (e.g. the ones in Alexi, Chor, Goldreich and
Schnorr [ACGS] or Blum and Goldwasser [BS]). In the output,
A, B obtain (UA' VA, WA) and (UA' VA, wAle When both parties behave honestly, 'UA = fn(iA, is), VA = (p~,q'A,NA)' and
WA = (N~, EN~ (Yn(iA' is))), where N!A and N~ are integers
which are the products of two large prime factors; similarly for
the output of B. Such formats arise quite naturally in concatenating protocols. The privacy and fairness constraints in this
model are stronger than the first tnodel.

Validity.
There exists a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm S that
takes input (n, i B) and produces a random y E Z such that
Un is indistinguishable from the distribution corresponding to

In {i A , y).

=

Let J be the stochastic process of running (MA , M,h) with
input (iA, in) distributed according to hn. Let S be the set of
all probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms S that take input
(n, in) and produce random y E Z. For any S E S, let l(S)
be the stochastic process of generating (iA, i B ) according to h n ,
run 8 on input (n, iB) to produce a random y, and define 'UA =
fn(i A , y), Us = gn(iA' y). Intuitively, B may use S to generate
a random y, and after that, acts as if y were the value of is, and
otherwise follows the protocol; £(8) is clearly a less informative
process for B in which A sinlply tells B the value of 'UB
gn (i A, y) without other communications taking place.
Privacy.
For any M~, there exists an S E S such that I~J) (iA, is, 'UA

D.B' iB, 'UB) :5 I~J!.(S» (iA' is, 'UA I iB, us).

I

The fairness concept refers to obtaining the information
that one is entitled to. Suppose B wishes to know the value of
gn(-iA, y) for some yother than i B • As we mentioned earlier,
B c~n succeed by pretending is = y and otherwise follow the
protocol; in the process A will obtain also the value of In(iA' y).
The privacy constraint stipulates that no information other than
the value of gn(i A , y) is conveyed from A to B. The fairness
constraint is concerned with whether it is possible for B to stop
at some point, once B has the information about gn(i A , y), and
deny the knowledge of In (i A, y) to A. The following formulation
is not the strongest possible version of this constraint, but it is
sufficient for some applications such as exchanging secrets of
sufficient ~ength. Let L n denote the set of all possible values of
fn(i A , is) \vhen (i A , i B ) is distributed according to h n •

Model I.

We first define the constraints when both parties follow the
protocol.
Validity.
With probabilty 1-0 (poly-small) , 'UA
gn(iA' is).
Privacy.

(i) I~J) (iA, is, 'UA I D.s, is, 'Us) ~ I~l) (iA, is, 'UA I
iB, 'Us)where J is the stochastic process of running M with input
from h, and £ is the stochastic process of having (iA, is) distributed according to h and 'UA = In(i A , is), 'Un = gn(i A, iB).
(ii) (Interchange A and B in (i).)

Definition. A recovery algorithm R for A is' a probabilistic
polynomial-time algorithm which takes (n, L\A) as input, and
outputs a s.tring v.

We now define the constraints when A follows the protocol
while B may cheat, that is, B executes the protocol with any
M,k. Since M is arbitrary, B can always generates an i~ and
acts as if this is the input value iB. As A can never detect
this method of cheating, A has to cooperate and let B know

s
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Consider a pair (i A,iB) distributed according to hn' Let
G denote a probabilistic polynomial-time Turing machine that
takes i B as input and outputs z; let fJn (G) denote the probability
that z = gn(iA, iB)'

Validity.

Fairness.
For any fixed k, there exists a recovery algorithm R (dependent
on M~) whose output v satisfies the following condition:

uct of n-bit primes PA and qA; the distribution of N~ is such
that it is intractable to factor.

With probability dn -o(poly-small), 'UA = !n(iA, is), VA =
(PA,qA,N~) and wA = EN'e(gn(iA,i s )), where N~ is the prod-

Privacy.
•.
I us,
A
•
)
I(n £) ('A,
.•
I
l n(J) ( ~A,
'tB, u'A
IS, Us, VB, WB
~
~B, UA
is, UB), where J is the stochastic process induced by the execution of the protocol M = (MA, M~), and is the stochastic
process of being given the value of U B distributed according to

for some G.

.c

To cOlnplete the definitions, we interchange the roles of A
andB 111 the above discussions, which gives the constraints of

Un,iB·

validity, privacy, and fairness when B follows the protocol and
A is cheating.

As in Model I, let G denote a probabilistic polynomial-time
Turing machine that takes i B as input and outputs z; let fJn(G)
denote the probability that z = gn (i A, i B).

Definition. A protocol is said to achieve validity, privacy and
fairness, if all the above constraints are satisfied.

Fairness.

Theorem 3. For any interactive computational problem
(h n, (In, gn)}, there exists a protocol M that achieves validity,
privacy and fairness.

For any fixed k, there exists a recovery algorithm R (dependent
on M~) whose output 8 satisfies the following conQition:

In Model II, the constraints are simpler. The input-output
formats are as explained at the beginning of this section.

Model II.
When both A and B follow the protocol, the following is
required.

for some G.
When B follows the protocol and A may cheat, we have a
set of requirements obtained from the above ones by switching
the roles of A and B.

Validity.
With probabilty l-o(poly-small), UA = In(iA, iB), VA =
(PA' qA' N~) and WA = EN'a (gn(i A , iB)), where N~ is the product of n-bit primes PA and q~; the distribution of N~ is such
that it is intractable to factor. A dual constraint on B is also
required.

Theorem 3 is also true for Model II.

6. Connections.

Privacy.
(1.) I(J)(··
n
~A, ~B, UA

I

A
•
uB,
'tB,
UB, VB, WB )

~

1(£)("
n
~A, ~s, 'UA

We have chosen a semantic definition of privacy, nanlely, the
communications will not enable one to cornpute more accurately
any polynomial-time predicat.es. In recent literature, an elegant
concept of minimum-knowledge transler protocol was introduced
in [GMR] (and generalized in [GIIV)) to capture the notion of no
unintended information disclosure. It is easy to define privacy
constraints for our problems in terms of this concept. \Ve can
show that the protocols used to prove the theorems also satisfy
the millinlulll knowledge transfer requirements.

I

is, 'UB)where J is the stochastic process of running M with input
from h, and
is the stochastic process of having (i A, i B) distributed according to hand 'UA = !n(iA, iB), UB = gn(iA, is).
(ii) (Interchange A and B in (i).)

.c

IT A follows the protocol,but B may cheat and exe';
cutes some M~. Let dn be the probability for runs in which
VA i=CHEATING, and let Un,iB be the probability distribution
for 'Un when restricted to such runs and with in being an input
for B. IT dn is negligible, then A will almost always catch B
cheating, and no further requirement is needed. On the other
hand, if d n = O(ljn t ) for some fixed t > 0, then we r~quire the
following constraints of Validity and Privacy.

Theorem 4. For any interactive computational problem
(h n, (In, gn)}, there exists a minimum knowledge transfer protocol M that achieves validity and fairness.
The proofs of the theorems are lengthy, and will be given
in the complete paper.
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